ties she had with India and the Far East, the academic neglect of Oriental studies at that time appears almost inexplicable. Public attention was often drawn to the situation by individuals and societies, however, and in 1907 an official government enquiry was made. The so-called Reay Report, 1 which resulted, recommended the setting-up of an Oriental School in London. This recommendation was eventually followed in 1916 by the establishment of the School of Oriental Studies (since 1938 renamed the School of Oriental and African Studies) in the University of London. The School, in spite of many difficulties of finance and accommodation, soon achieved a reputation for effective teaching and scholarship.
At the beginning of World War II in 1939, the School (usually known as the S.O.A.S.) had an academic staff of just under forty members, while the academic staff of the Faculty of Oriental Languages at Cambridge numbered merely eight, and the Oriental Faculty at Oxford was of similar size. Other British universities were fortunate if they had Oriental staffs exceeding a single professor. Thus the establishment of the S.O.A.S. was a great advance, and gave encouragement to British Orientalism. Moreover, it was instrumental in turning academic institutions from the classical aspects of Oriental studies to modern problems. A very large proportion of the School's students were interested in preparing themselves for diplomatic or business careers in the Orient.
(2) During World War II As war spread over North Africa and Asia, the very small reserve of experts in Oriental languages was soon exhausted. Emergency arrangements wer» necessitated for training hundreds, and in some cases thousands, of milita and civilian personnel, principally in Japanese, but also in Chinese, Arabic, Persian, Turkish and many Indian languages.
The importance of Oriental studies was thus forced upon public attention during the war, and, indirectly, the influence of the East became stronger in manifold ways. Returning veterans brought home a widened horizon, while even those who had stayed at home were steadily awakened to the political significance of Asia.
(3) Post-War developments
Such was the impact of this realization that, even while the war in Europe was at its height, the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs after receiving representations from a number of persons specially interested in Oriental studies in Great Britain appointed in December 1944 an official Commission "to examine the facilities offered by universities and other educational institutions in Great Britain for the study of Oriental, Slavonic, East European and African languages and culture, to consider what advantage is being taken of these facilities and to formulate recommendations for their improvement." The report of the Commission, under the Chairmanship of Lord Scarbrough, and hence generally known as the Scarbrough Report, was published in 1947. 4 One of the three principal recommendations of the Report was that an academic tradition should be built up in Oriental studies "comparable in quality and in continuity with those of the major humanities and sciences." To this aim the following recommendations were made: (i) Strong University departments should be developed relating to these countries and in more general University departments the staff concerned with these countries should be strengthened,
(ii) The probability that the number of undergraduates is likely to remaio relatively small should not hold up development, (iii) The University departments should endeavor to maintain a balance between languages and related subjects, (iv) A balance should also be maintained between classical and modern studies, (v) A principal aim of development should be the closer integration of these studies with the humanities and sciences as a whole, (vi) There should be far more provision for graduates to undertake research work both in this country and abroad and to publish their findings, (vii) Deficiencies in libraries should be made good, (viii) Provision should be made for University teachers to make first-hand contact with the countries about which they teach, at intervals of not more than three years, (ix) The most pressing need is the selection and training of young scholars who may later fill junior academic posts. Funds should be made available from the Treasury to finance a total of 100 post-graduate studentships in the course of five years.
To fulfill these recommendations the Report proposed a large annual government grant to the universities which were prepared to carry out the development of their Oriental Faculties and Departments on the lines suggested. In the same year (1947) the British government announced its acceptance of the recommendations of the Report, and its intention to provide the financial aid required to carry them out.
To fulfill the recommendations (i) to (viii), an "earmarked" grant* for Oriental (and African) studies in British universities was made to cover the years 1947 to 1952. The annual total of the grant for 1947-48 was comparatively small, but was steeply increased for each successive year, and reached approximately £200,000 ($560,000) in 1951-52. This total was divided among the various universities concerned with Oriental teaching. The largest share allocated by the University Grants Committee went naturally to the London S.OiA.S. Smaller shares were apportioned to Cambridge, Manchester, Oxford, Durham, and Edinburgh, in descending order. To fulfill recommendation (ix), the Treasury arranged post-graduate studentships to train potential teachers for university academic posts in Oriental subjects.
The above machinery was put into effect early in 1948. The results which can already be seen are remarkable. A survey of the developments up to the summer of 1951 has already been published, 6 and further progress has been made since then. To summarize the present position briefly:
London University, School of Oriental and African Studies: From a teaching staff of just under forty in 1939, the School's permanent staff had been increased during the war and immediately after it, to a 1946-47 total of seventy (consisting of 10 professorships, 5 readerships and 55 lectureships). Between then and 1951 the government "earmarked" grants enabled 119 new posts to be established (14 professorships, 18 readerships and 87 lectureships), some of which replaced existing posts that have lapsed. The present academic staff totals about 170, exclusive of temporary assistants, who are natives of Oriental countries acting as "informants" for staff research work.
The School is divided into nine Departments: India, Pakistan and Ceylon; South-east Asia and the Islands; Far East; Near and Middle East; Africa; History; Phonetics and Linguistics; Law; and Cultural Anthropology.
In spite of the wide scope of studies embraced by these Departments, the School has been extremely successful in covering most of the important languages of Asia and Africa, and most of the main aspects of the cultural disciplines related to them. The Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies gives a clear indication of the range of scholarly work undertaken.
The number of students at the School has been high; in the year 1950-51 there were 238 students preparing for university degrees and diplomas and over 400 other students attending courses not leading to a degree, as well as 87 students coming from other colleges of London University for intercollegiate courses.
The School has recently opened the Percival David Foundation of Chinese Art, which houses Sir Percival David's fine collection of Chinese Ceramics, and is likely to become an important center for the study of Far Eastern Art.
Outside the School, London University has recently established two professorships of Eastern Archaeology, and teaching in some Oriental subjects is given at University College, London, and the London School of Economics; courses in Chinese Art are given at the Courtauld Institute.
Cambridge University, Faculty of Oriental Languages:
The teaching staff of eight in 1939 was for the most part concerned with Near Eastern (Semitic, Islamic and related) studies. The rest of Asia was represented by one professorship of Sanskrit and one of Chinese.
Since 1947 
Edinburgh University, Faculty of Arts, Departments of Indian and Islamic Studies:
The staff of four who in 1939 provided teaching in Semitic languages, Arabic and Sanskrit has been enlarged by the establishment of five other lectureships in the same and related subjects.
All the above developments have been financed by the government "earmarked" grants for Oriental (and African) studies. In addition there have been small increases in the small Oriental Departments in the Universities of Liverpool, Leeds, St. Andrews and elsewhere, financed from the general funds of the Universities concerned.
The expansion of the teaching staff in Oriental studies in the various universities took a large proportion, but not the whole, of the earmarked grants. All the universities receiving the grants have spent part of them on improving their Oriental library collections. The best of these collections are the Library of the S.O.A.S., the Oriental collections in the University Library at Cambridge and the Bodleian Library at Oxford.*
The publication of scholarly books on Oriental subjects has for many years been difficult in Britain, as in America, because the market for then is unlikely to be sufficiently large to encourage commercial publishers to take the risk of publishing them. University presses have made a valuable, but necessarily limited, contribution by publishing some of these books, but the need has remained pressing. Both the S.O.A.S. and the Faculty of Oriental Languages at Cambridge have devoted a part of their earmarked grants to Publication Funds. The former has subsidized the publication of a large number of Oriental theses and textbooks, and the latter has undertaken the Cambridge Oriental Series.
'Important libraries of Oriental books and books on Oriental subjects not connected with universities exist at the British Museum, the India Office, the Colonial Office, the Royal Asiatic Society, the Royal Institute of International Affairs, the Royal Geographical Society and the Royal Empire Society.
The recommendation (viii) of the Scarbrough Report that teachers of Oriental subjects should "make first-hand contact with the countries about which they teach, at intervals of not more than three years" was more Utopian than realistic, although its purpose was clearly a sound one. The S.O.A.S, through determined efforts, has managed to give twelve or more members of the staff (i.e. about one in ten) study leave for a year in the Orient during each of the last three or four years. At Cambridge, travel grants have been made to several members of the staff, although it has not been possible to devote more than a small part of the "earmarked" grant to this. Oxford and other universities have also been able to make travel grants to members of their staffs.
One of the greatest difficulties involved in the expansion of teaching staffs during the last five years has been the shortage of suitably qualified candidates to fill the posts. The Scarbrough Commission had clearly foreseen this shortage, and had recommended (point ix, above) the granting of post-graduate studentships to train scholars to fill junior academic posts. A large number of these studentships has, in fact, been awarded, but, although they fulfil a useful function in creating a reserve of potential university teachers for the future, very few holders of the studentships have yet completed their courses and been appointed to posts. In fact most of the posts created by the period of rapid expansion in Oriental studies from 1948 to 1952 have already been filled by candidates already available or by foreign scholars. In the case of Semitic and Islamic subjects, there was already a reserve of potential teachers, since these subjects were comparatively well established in several universities. For Far Eastern subjects there was a great shortage of senior scholars, but many young men who had been given war-time training in Japanese and Chinese had continued to work on these subjects academically and could take junior appointments.
In the field of Indian and South-East Asian studies, however, the situation was very unsatisfactory, and the filling of the new vacancies has proved a problem. Both of these fields seem to be unpopular with students, and have attracted very few candidates indeed for the Treasury post-graduate studentships. The withdrawal of British administration from India in 1947 meant the retirement of most of the British members of the Indian Civil Service, and some (but surprisingly few) were fitted to take academic positions in Indian subjects. South-East Asian studies were in the worst position, and in accordance with a recommendation of the Scarbrough Report, the teaching of these subjects is concentrated in the S.O.A.S*, for the time being at least, in order to prevent dispersal of the very limited resources of qualified specialists. The S.O.A.S. found considerable difficulty, even then, in filling the vacant posts in this field, and took the step of instituting trainee-lectureships with the understanding that the candidate's position on the staff would be made permanent if he made good during his course of training. This step has proved very successful.
The above increase in teaching staffs has made it possible to provide teaching in the history, art, archaeology, religion and philosophy as well as the language and literature o( each main Oriental civilization, and also enabled modern languages to be taught as well as classical ones. The building-up of "area studies" or "regional studies," necessarily a slow process, has also been started. Another five years of development at the rate of the last five years would probably see a great broadening of the range of Oriental studies in several British universities. Complementarity to the broadening of Oriental studies themselves, the contribution which Oriental studies can make to other branches of the humanities is being realized in most universities. As mentioned above, students from other Schools of London University attend courses at the S.O.A.S., and in other institutions courses of the Oriental Faculties and Departments similarly serve students in other branches of the humanities. Gradually, the Faculties of History, Art, Religion, Philosophy and Law in many British universities are finding that the frontiers of their subjects go beyond the confines of non-Russian Europe and North America, and are recognizing the part that Oriental studies can play in the study of the humanities and sciences as a whole.
The Scarbrough Report referred to a period of ten years as the tine necessary for the proper development of Oriental studies in British universities, government grants to universities being announced in two five-year periods. The five-year period 1947-52 has just ended. The grants for the period 1952-57 are now known, and it has unfortunately become clear that during the coming years the development of Oriental studies, far from continuing at approximately the same rate as in the first five-year period, will be able to proceed at only a very limited pace.* The reason for this slowing down is not apparently any change of opinion about the importance of Oriental studies, but is part of an overall policy of financial economies affecting all government grants. It is too early to prophesy the results of this disappointing decision; but it is hoped that the progress so far made is sufficient to be consolidated without loss of ground.
The following paragraphs present a more detailed description of British facilities in the fields of Far Eastern and South-East Asian studies.
Far Eastern Studies
The present staff is as follows:
A. London University, School of Oriental and African Studies: 'The "earmarked" grants to Oriental studies have been ended, being merged into the "bloc" grants, on the understanding that the universities will continue to maintain out of the "bloc" grant the various activities that were started with the "earmarked" grants. 
Japanese

F. Durham University:
Chinese Philosophy: R. W. Dawson (Lecturer).
The extent to which Far Eastern studies have been built up in British Universities since the Scarbrough Report can be judged by comparison with the position as it was in 1939, when the total number of posts in these subjects in all British universities was only twelve (of which ten concerned Chinese and two Japanese): of the twelve posts, eight were in London (seven at the S.O.A.S.), two in Oxford, one at Cambridge (the professorship of Chinese Language and History) and one at Manchester (a readership in Chinese Language and Commerce, now lapsed).
This rapid expansion has naturally brought considerable administrative problems in the universities concerned. 10 In consequence the senior members of the staff have had little opportunity for the furtherance of their own research,
10
These and related problems have been the main subjects of discussion at the five and the junior members (most of them aged under 35 and new to teaching duties) have been actively engaged in the preparation of their lecture courses. It is therefore early to expect any great output of scholarly work in the form of books and articles, but the beginnings have been made, and it may be that in the next few years the harvest of what has been sown will be reaped in good measure.
Special mention must be made of the rapid improvement of library collections in Chinese and Japanese and related subjects in the libraries of the Universities of Oxford, Cambridge and London. This was such an urgent need that the University Grants Committee in 1949 made additional non-recurrent grants for this particular purpose totalling approximately £ 24,000 ($67,200) . Professor Dubs made a noteworthy collection of over 300 Ts'ung-shu in the Oxford University Chinese Faculty Library, and Professors Haloun and Simon visited China and Japan in 1949 and made large-scale purchases for the University Library, Cambridge, and the Library of the S.O.A.S. respectively. Mr. Daniels and the present writer made further extensive purchases in Japan in 1950 for the same libraries. These three libraries are believed to be the only Far Eastern libraries in Europe with large post-war accessions.
The Universities of Oxford, Cambridge and London have also joined in securing from the University Grants Committee a small subsidy to assist the revival of the journal Asia Major. Two volumes of the New Series of Asia Major have appeared since 1949 and it is proving, ar|d will prove, an invaluable channel for the publication of research work in the Far Eastern field.
arrival in Java, in October 1952, of the first members of the Gadjah MadaHarvard research project. The director, Rufus Hendon, of the Institute of Far Eastern Languages, Yale University, heads a group of seven advanced graduate students from" "Harvard, under the sponsorship of the Center for International Studies, to make a multidisciplinary study for a year or more of Wonosobo or a similar community. Social structure, religion, women's life, child raising, communications, the place of Chinese, and life in neighbouring desa, will be studied from the viewpoints of social anthropology, sociology, social psychology, or history. The ensuing report will be a jointly composed community study, the first of its kind in Java. A grant from the Ford Foundation supports the project. Kokusai Bunka Shinkokai (Tokyo, Japan). The KBS, established in 1934 and reorganized after the war into a purely independent organization, aims at activities to facilitate and further the understanding of Japanese culture abroad. It stands ready to serve interested foreign institutions and individuals as a clearing house for information and materials needed for the study of Japanese culture.
The KBS maintains two libraries devoted to Japanese and Western books on the subject; offers for use at reasonable prices various cultural materials including lantern-slides of Japanese arts, photographic prints and movie films on Japanese culture, gramaphone records of representative Japanese music, etc.; gives regularly Japanese cultural lectures for interested foreigners, and engages in publication of books on Japanese culture.
Among present KBS projects is its preparation of an Encyclopaedia Nipponica. Publication of the annual KBS bibliographical register on important books and articles published in Japan is at a standstill owing to lack of funds. Scholars most closely associated with the society are Professor Mikinosuke Ishida, Yukio Yashiro, Keizo Horiuchi, Kotaro Tanaka and Ino Dan.
University oj Manila (Manila, Philippines), has begun the publication of a quarterly, The University of Manila journal of East Asiatic Studies (Vol. I, No. 1, Oct., 1951 Sophia University (Tokyo, Japan). While the primary aim of Sophia University is to teach Western civilization to Japanese students, the editorial office of Monumenta Nipponica has become a center of Far Eastern Studies. The journal, begun in 1938 by the late Dr. J. B. Kraus, S. J., was obliged to cease publication in 1943 but resumed in 1951. In addition to the journal, the University has published monographs on Far Eastern subjects at irregular intervals. Research projects now under way include work on the history of early Christian missions in Japan (Professor John Laures, S. J., and Professor Hubert Cieslik, S. J.), a comparative study of Zen and Christian mysticism (Professor Heinrich Dumoulin, S. J.), and reconstruction of the primitive text of the l-ching (Professor Wilhelm Schiffer, S. J.). The work on Christian missions is based on a rich collection of documents known as the "Kirishitan Bunko." Professor Laurence Battistini, in Japan on a special grant from Brown University, is planning research in the modern social history of Japan, and Professor Robert A. Wilson, of the University of California, in Japan on a Fulbright grant, is working on late Tokugawa and early Meiji history. Museum, and Yale University. To increase knowledge of the processes of culture change, the program will a) seek to clarify the steps by which man first brought culture into the Pacific area and adapted it to local conditions; and b) examine contemporary change as it is occurring today among diverse island peoples with divergent culture patterns.
University of
Rockefeller Foundation
Up to October 1952 the following institutions had received grants for activities in connection with the Far East and Southeast Asia.
Aichi University, Toyohashi, Japan, $5,200 for purchase of Western publications on China, travel to the United States for acquaintance with the work of American centers of Chinese Studies, and additional development of an international studies program.
Institute of Public Health, Tokyo, Japan, $25,000 for the purchase of teaching facilities, materials, and equipment; and $3000 for the continuation of health and demographic studies in Japan.
International House of Japan, Tokyo, Japan, $176,120 as part a fund for the establishment and support of an international center in Tokyo designed to facilitate intellectual and cultural contacts between the Japanese and people of other nationalities. Land has been purchased in Azabu, Tokyo for a permanent building to be erected during the coming calendar year. The building will provide limited residence accomodations for Japanese, American and other foreign scholars, students and leaders, a lecture hall and discussion rooms, and a limited selected library of up-to-date books and periodicals in various fields. A Japanese director and American co-director will supervise the program of the house.
Library of Congress, Washington, D. C , $10,000 for books and periodicals on the Soviet Union to go to the National Diet Library, Tokyo, and to the Library at Hokkaido University.
Research Institute of Population Problems, Tokyo, Japan, $2,650 for completion, tabulation, translation and publication in English of a factual survey of fertility and family limitation practices in Japan.
Stanford University, $2,500 for preparation for publication of an English version of the section on Japanese thought in a two-volume work by Hajime Nakamura.
PERSONNEL
Virginia Thompson Adloff is giving a series of six lectures on "Peoples of Southeast Asia: Minorities and Other Little-Known Groups" at the University of California, Berkeley, during March and April 1953, by arrangement with the Institute of East Asiatic Studies.
